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ABSTRACT 

Thesis Title : The Comparison Between Drafting and Listing Technique in 

Improving the Students’ Writing Descriptive Text at the 

Fifth Semester of English Education Department of 

Muhammadiyah University of Makassar. 

Researcher : Miftahul Jannah 

Reg. No. : 20400112026 

Consultant I : H.Erwin Hafid, Lc., M.Th.I., M.Ed 

Consultant II : Dahniar, S.Pd., M.Pd. 

This research aimed at comparing the students’ writing descriptive text 

by using drafting and listing technique at English Education Department of 

Muhamadiyah University of Makassar. Hence, the principle problems were 

divided into three points: 1) How is the students’ writing descriptive text by 

using drafting and listing technique at Muhammadiyah University of Makassar, 

2) Is writing descriptive text of drafting significantly different with the listing 

technique of the students at Muhammadiyah University of Makassar, 3) Which 

technique of the students have better in writing descriptive text at 

Muhammadiyah University of Makassar. 

The study was a causal comparative. The population of this research was 

the fifth semester students of English Education Department of Muhammadiyah 

University of Makassar in the academic year of 2015 – 2016. Since the unit 

analysis of writing in this study was quite large, the researcher decided to take 15 

students to write by using drafting and 15 students write by using listing 

technique. The total number of sample was 30 students. The researcher used 

purposive sampling technique to taking sample in this research. The variables of 

this research were two groups comparison, namely drafting and listing technique 

as independent variables, and students’ writing descriptive text as dependent 

variable. The groups were compared on the quality of writing which assesses 

organization, content, grammar, punctuation, spelling, mechanics, style and 

quality expression.  

The data were collected through interview and writing test. The results 

were analyzed descriptively and inferentially. The result of drafting test was in 

fair classification with the mean score was 70.8 and listing technique was in 

good classification with the mean score was 74.13. The result of t-test was -0.17 

and t-table was 2.048. The study found and concluded that it was different but 

not significant of students’ writing descriptive text by using drafting and listing 

technique, but better writing descriptive text is achieved by listing technique. 

Although the different is quite trivial.  

Moreover, this study assumed that strategy and technique in writing had 

contribution to the three areas of writing: content, paragraph structure and 

mechanics disregarding some extraneous variables that might contribute to the 

results. The study suggested that teachers should take the strategy and technique 

in teaching writing. The students use strategy and technique in writing ability as 

it can help them to find new ideas to write. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

      This chapter deals with research background, research problems, research 

objectives, research significances, research scope, and operational definition of 

terms. 

A. Background  

      English is an international language. Almost all countries have adapted 

English used as a compulsory subject at schools. The national education has 

decided that English as a foreign language taught in Indonesia schools. It learned 

from Elementary level to University level. In English language, there are 

integrated skills to be mastered such as: speaking, listening, reading, and writing. 

In this research, the researcher focused on writing. 

      Writing is one of crucial means of human communication since human 

cannot live in the world without socializing with others through communication. 

Writing is used to communicate with others and to express feeling and thought. 

By writing, we could convey our message to many people without using oral 

communication. It was the reason why writing was also called as a 

communication media. According to Byrne (1980:24), writing is a primary means 

of recording speech, even though it must be acknowledged as a secondary 

medium of communication. In this case, writing is very important because it 

could help us to have a good socialization, express our ideas, feeling, and our 

opinion. 

       



      The students had difficulties to write a text and spent a lot of time to write. 

The students got the problems in organizing their ideas in terms of cohesion, 

coherence and unity in writing because they did not use the prewriting 

techniques and the strategy in writing to express their ideas before the real 

writing take place and did not know what to start and where to start writing. 

      Based on the preliminary study that researcher did in Muhammadiyah 

University of Makassar on 16
th

 November 2015 on Monday at 10.00 am. 

Students at the fifth semester are expected to be able to write well, especially in 

writing descriptive text. But, there are many reasons why the students consider 

writing as difficult task to complete. Sometimes, the students fail to find an idea 

to write and spend too much time to think about it. Because of it, they cannot 

manage their time. And also find  it  hard  to  organize  their  ideas  and  

paragraph  unity.  It seems to be common occurrences students cannot relate one 

paragraph, even a sentence, to another. The other problems appear caused by 

strategy and technique in teaching writing, because some teachers do not apply 

suitable technique in teaching writing. In writing class, the teacher only ask 

students to write after teaching the material for a while, and then ask one or two 

students to read their writing results as comparison to others. So, it is needed for 

teachers to apply the techniques in order to improve students’ writing ability.  

      There are some techniques and processes of writing that can be applied to 

improve students’ writing text. The techniques of writing are questioning, 

listing, clustering, outlining and free-writing. And the process of writing are 

drafting, revising, and editing. Drafting is composing the first draft of a piece of 



writing using the paragraph components. The students should firstly write the 

possible title of the text and begin the paragraph with the topic sentence and 

developed by using several notes in the list of ideas (prewriting process) to be the 

supporting sentences. Writing the final draft is the last process in writing a 

composition. Fulwiler, Toby (1999) stated that try to make your early drafts as 

complete as possible at the time that is, give each draft your best shot. Compose 

in complete sentences, break into paragraphs where necessary, and aim at a 

satisfying form. At the same time, allow time for second and third drafts. Listing 

is a discovery strategy in which the students developed an unordered list of ideas 

and images. Listing can help overcome student's block and lead to the discovery 

and focusing of a topic. A list could consist of the main topic of regional dialects 

and then sub lists would be regional dialects to know or have experienced.  

      In this case, the researcher compared the problem by applying drafting and 

listing technique before writing a text, which is assumed to be able to improve 

students’ writing, specially writing descriptive text. This kind of strategy helped 

the students easy to develop their ideas in writing. 

      By those considerations, the researcher compared the students’ writing 

ability by using drafting and listing technique. The students got the problems in 

organizing their ideas, they fail to find an idea to write and spend too much time 

to think about their paragraph, and it made the students spent a lot of time to 

write. For this reason, the researcher decides to take research on comparing the 

students’ writing descriptive text using drafting and listing technique that 

provoke them as possible under title “The Comparison between Drafting and 



Listing Technique in Improving the Students’ Writing Descriptive Text at the 

Fifth Semester of English Education Department of Muhammadiyah University 

of Makassar.” 

      The researcher expect that this research would be effective to increase 

students’ writing ability in organizing their ideas to arrange paragraph and this 

technique became an alternative teaching technique and strategy in writing 

especially for teaching writing descriptive text. 

B. Research Problems 

      The focus of this research was to compare writing ability between drafting 

and listing technique in writing descriptive text. In order to be able to examine 

the problem, the researcher formulated the following research questions: 

1. How is the students’ writing descriptive text by using drafting and listing 

technique at Muhammadiyah University of Makassar? 

2. Is writing descriptive text of drafting significantly different with the 

listing technique at Muhammadiyah University of Makassar? 

3. Which technique do the students have better in writing descriptive text at 

Muhammadiyah University of Makassar? 

C. Research Objectives 

      This research aims to compare writing descriptive text by using drafting and 

listing technique of students at the fifth semester of English Education 

Department of Muhammadiyah University of Makassar. The specific objectives 

in this research, there were: 



1. To identify the students’ writing descriptive text by using drafting and 

listing technique at Muhammadiyah University of Makassar. 

2. To compare whether or not the writing descriptive text of drafting 

significantly different with the listing technique at Muhammadiyah 

University of Makassar. 

3. To identify which technique of the students have better in writing 

descriptive text. 

D. Research Significance 

      The advantages of this research were divided into two parts, which were 

provided as follows:  

1. Theoretical significance 

      This research expected to be a good reference in teaching English especially 

for teaching writing and give contribution to teaching writing descriptive text by  

using drafting and listing technique. The technique conducted in this research 

because the students just write the topic of a piece of paper and quickly make a 

list or make a draft of the word or sentences coming into their mind and of 

course not spent a lot of time to write a text especially writing descriptive text. 

2. Practical Significance 

a. For students 

The researcher expects that all of the students of English Education 

Department have high motivation and can write well using drafting or 

listing technique. They expected to increase their ability of their 

English writing about descriptive text easily and applied in the class.  



b. For teacher 

The researcher hoped that drafting and listing technique helped 

teacher to increase their student’s achievement in writing. It was also 

expected to give good contributions for all teachers in teaching 

writing. The teacher also would be easy to make their students 

understand the material. 

c. For next researcher 

The researcher really hopes by this research would be preliminary 

study or reference before formulating their research. It was also be a 

guide to arrange paragraph using the technique and strategy in 

writing. 

E. Research Scope 

      The main focus in this research used the technique and strategy in writing, 

there were drafting and listing in improving students’ writing descriptive text at 

the fifth semester of English Education Department of Muhammadiyah 

University of Makassar. Students write descriptive text using drafting or listing 

technique about person especially about their idol. In drafting strategy, there are 

two steps; first drafting and final draft writing. Students are asked to write the 

possible title of the text and begin the paragraph with the topic sentence. 

Correction spelling, punctuation and capitalization in final drafting. And the 

students write a descriptive text using listing technique have to make a list and 

consist with the topic. 

 



F. Operational Definition Of Term 

1. Writing   

      Writing is one of four macro skills which are involved in productive skill, 

developing and express our idea on a paper. Writing is a kind of activity process 

that put the ideas, experiences, and feeling into paper in order to make a 

communication between the writer and the reader. 

      According to Harmer (2004:31-32), writing is one of four main macro-skills 

besides reading, speaking, and listening. Furthermore, writing is one of four basic 

skills which involved in productive (output) skill. 

2. Descriptive Text 

      A descriptive text is a text which says what a person or a thing look like and 

it is purpose to describe a particular person, place, and things. 

      According to Wishon George and Burks M. Julia (1980:379) stated that the 

descriptive text is a description reproduces the way things look, smell, taste, feel, 

or sound; it may also evoke moods, such as happiness, loneliness, or fear. 

Furthermore, they state that description of text used to create a visual image of 

people, places, even of units all time; days, times of day, or seasons. 

3. Drafting  

      Drafting is a procedure in writing. In drafting, it is not the time to worry 

about spelling, grammar, punctuation, and just write paragraph about the topic. 

      According to McCrimmon (1984:10), drafting is a second stage in the writing 

process, drafting is a series of strategies designed to organize and develop 

sustained a piece of writing. 



4. Listing 

      Listing is one of technique in pre-writing and a way to get ideas quickly with 

make a list about word or sentences about the topic. 

      According to Oshima A. & Hogue (2007:16), listing is a pre-writing 

technique.  Listing technique is a  way  to  get  ideas  in  which students write 

the topic at the top of a piece of paper and they quickly make a list of the  words  

or  phrases  coming  into  their  mind. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

      This part deals with some previous research findings, some pertinent ideas, 

theoretical framework and hypothesis.  

A. Previous Related Research Findings 

      A number of researchers had already reported on their research about the 

technique in writing descriptive text. The researcher took the other research by 

using game and the other strategy in writing descriptive text. Some of those 

following findings are: 

      Miftah, M.Z. (2012) with the title “Enhancing the Writing Ability of the 

English Education Study Program Students of STAIN Palangkaraya through Idea 

Listing Technique” found that after implementing Idea Listing Technique with 

the appropriate procedures developed, the students’ ability in writing an 

expository paragraph enhances. My research stand focusing on drafting and 

listing technique in writing descriptive text and Miftah, M.Z’ research issued 

about enhancing writing ability using listing technique. 

      Neditahsini (2011) with the title “Improving Students’ Writing Skill of 

Descriptive Text through Writing Assessment Strategy at Grade VIII 1 of SMPN 

23 Siak”. In this research, the researcher takes a conclusion that this strategy 

probably will work effectively in his classroom as well. It is hoped through 

applying writing assessment by the Collin writing program strategy; the students 

writing skill on descriptive text will improve. And the teacher teaching writing 

strategy is also enriched. The researcher concludes that my research are same 



which is improving students’ writing descriptive text using the strategy in 

writing but has different because my research stand focusing on drafting and 

listing technique in writing descriptive text and Neditahsini’ research using 

writing assessment strategy in improving students’ writing descriptive text.  

      Fikri Fauzi Alawi (2010). “Improving Students’ Ability in Writing 

Descriptive Text Using Clustering Technique (A Classroom Action Research 

with the 8th Grade Students of MTs Darul Ma’arif Cipete-Jakarta”. In this 

research, the researcher found that using clustering technique in teaching 

descriptive writing can improve their writing’s ability. The students’ responses 

showed that they were interested to learn writing subject, because they felt easier 

to write using the technique. The researcher concludes that my research are same 

which is improving students’ writing descriptive text using the technique in 

writing but has different technique because my research stand focusing on 

drafting and listing technique in writing descriptive text and Fikri Fauzi 

Alawi’ research using clustering technique in improving students’ writing 

descriptive text. 

      Based on the statements above, it can be concluded that there are some ways 

to improve students writing ability. Each method or strategy has different 

characteristics with others. Generally, the result of method has significant effect 

to improve the students’ writing ability. Therefore, the researcher compare 

between drafting and listing technique to help the teachers and the students to 

improve their ability in writing descriptive text. The students can write well if 

they know and apply the technique in writing, the students can write paragraph 



as easily as possible, arrange words into sentences, arrange sentences into 

paragraph and finally, arrange descriptive text paragraph and did not consume 

many time, because they know the technique that they will use in writing, 

arrange and develop the words that was given by teacher.  

B. Some Pertinent Ideas 

1. Writing 

a. Definition of Writing 

      Writing as one of four language skills is considered as a difficult skill because 

the students should make some aspects in writing such as content, organization, 

purpose, vocabulary, punctuation, and spelling in a balance way. According to 

Oshima A, and A, Hogue (1999) stated that writing is a progressive activity. 

This means that when someone first writes something down, he has already been 

thinking about what he is going to say and how is going to say it. Then, after he 

has finished writing, he reads over what he has written and makes ahanges and 

correction. Therefore, writing is never a one- step action; it is a process that has 

several steps. 

      Writing is the activity or occupation of writing, for example books, stories, 

or articles. We can take more times to think and choose words in order to express 

our idea, thought, and feeling. We still can make editing or revision if it is not so 

clear to express what intends to write. Writing is a progressive activity. This 

means that when we first write something down, we have already been thinking 

about what we are going to say and how we are going to say it. The after we 



have finished writing, we read over what we have written and make changes and 

corrections.  

      Therefore, writing is never a one steps actions; it is a process that has several 

steps. Writing is a discovery process that involves discovering ideas, how to 

organize them and what that we want to put over to our order, so a lot of what a 

students does as a students doesn’t actually appear on the page.  It is a means of 

communication.  Whenever the students want to write, he has to knowing the 

audience or reader, it will help in reaching the goal of communicating clearly and 

effectively. 

      Communication in writing tends to involve a thinking process because 

writing requires the process of selecting and organizing ideas into coherent and 

logical whole, so in this case writing is undeniably based in thought. It means 

that writing is a way to produce language that comes from our thought. In the 

writing process, the student tries to developing their ideas and feelings to 

produce into a good sentence, in order to inform the other. 

b. Types of Writing 

      The type of writing system which exists in the native language an important 

factor in determining to easy of speech with which students learn to write. There 

are two types of writing: 

1. Practical Writing 

      This type deals with the fact and functional writing.  It is purposed to special 

goal that we can find it in letters, papers, summaries, outlines, essays, etc. 

 



2. Creative or Imaginary Writing 

      This type usually exists in literature. Such as novel, romance, poem, short 

story, science fiction, etc. 

c. Purposes of Writing 

      According to Michael O’Malley and Lorraine Valdez Pierce (1996:137), there 

are three purposes of writing based on the types of writing in English language 

learning, those are: 

1. Informative 

      It is represented by “informative writing,” that is purposed to share 

knowledge or information, give directions, and state ideas to other. Informative 

writing involves describing events or experiences, analyzing concept, speculating 

on causes and effect, and developing new ideas that are purposed to inform 

something may important to the readers. 

2. Expressive or Narrative 

      It is represented by “expressive writing” or “narrative writing is” that is 

purposed to share a personal or imaginative expression. Commonly it is 

composed by the students’ story or essay. Expressive or narrative often used to 

perform a pleasure discovery, story, poems, or short play. 

3. Persuasive 

      It is represented by “persuasive writing” that is purposed to persuade the 

readers to do something. It effort to influences others and initiate action or 

change. This type of writing includes evaluation of book, movie, consumer 

product, or controversial issues. 



d. Writing Process 

      According to Hogue (1996) the process of writing, especially in writing 

composition (final target of writing) is divided into five steps, namely: (a) 

prewriting for ideas, (b) outlining, (c) drafting, (d) revising, (e) editing and (f) 

final draft writing. 

      The process is explained as follows. The first step of the process of writing is 

prewriting. Prewriting is aimed at eliciting ideas as many as possible as the raw 

materials in writing a composition. Hogue (1997:50) explains that prewriting has 

various techniques that may be selected according to the students’ preference. 

This process is also called brainstorming. Among the techniques are taking notes, 

free writing, listing and clustering. In this step, as its name, a student collects as 

many ideas as possible generated from a process of thinking in the form of words, 

phrases, or sentences. All the ideas supplied by the thinking process will be 

considered as relevant or irrelevant. For all the relevant ideas, they will be used 

as the basis of the paragraphs to be composed. The relevant ideas may take 

several forms, such as collocations or co-texts (synonymy, antonym, hyponymy, 

super- or subordinates), context (person, time, place and manner), and content 

(resources).  

      The second process is called outlining. Hogue (1996: 34) defines outlining as 

planning for a writing assignment. Furthermore, she states that outlining helps 

students organizing their ideas and put the ideas into logical order. The model of 

outlining in writing a composition can be time-order, space-order, and listing-

order. 



      The next processes are drafting, revising, and editing. Drafting is composing 

the first draft of a piece of writing using the paragraph components. The students 

should firstly write the possible title of the text and begin the paragraph with the 

topic sentence. The topic sentence is developed by using several notes in the list 

of ideas (prewriting process) to be the supporting sentences. Revising and 

editing, on the other hand, are the process of looking back at the draft composed 

to check the meaning, the mechanics, relevance of the information, the coherence 

and cohesiveness, the word choice, the word orders or grammatical and lexical 

resources. Editing is also effective to introduce connectors for cohesiveness. 

      Writing the final draft is the last process in writing a composition. After the 

editing process, the students write the last neat piece of writing that will be free 

of serious mistakes in terms of meanings and mechanical (spelling, punctuation, 

and capitalization). Although the process seems to be systematic, some 

difficulties may hamper in the process. 

      According to Hogue (1996) the process of writing, especially in writing 

composition (final target of writing) is divided into five steps, namely: (1) 

prewriting for ideas, (2) outlining, (3) drafting, (4) revising, (5) editing and (6) 

final draft writing. She explains the process as follow: 

1. Prewriting for Ideas 

      The first step of the process of writing is prewriting. Prewriting is aimed at 

eliciting ideas as many as possible as the raw materials in writing a composition. 

Hogue (1997:50) explains that prewriting has various techniques that may be 

selected according to the students’ preference. This process is also called 



brainstorming. Among the techniques are taking notes, free writing, listing and 

clustering. In this step, as its name, a student collects as many ideas as possible 

generated from a process of thinking in the form of words, phrases, or sentences. 

All the ideas supplied by the thinking process will be considered as relevant or 

irrelevant. For all the relevant ideas, they will be used as the basis of the 

paragraphs to be composed. The relevant ideas may take several forms, such as 

collocations or co-texts (synonymy, antonym, hyponymy, super- or 

subordinates), context (person, time, place and manner), and content (resources). 

2. Outlining 

      Hogue (1996:34) defines outlining as planning for a writing assignment. 

Furthermore, she states that outlining helps students organizing their ideas and 

put the ideas into logical order. The model of outlining in writing a composition 

can be time order, space-order, and listing-order. 

3. Drafting, Revising and Editing 

      Drafting is composing the first draft of a piece of writing using the paragraph 

components. The students should firstly write the possible title of the text and 

begin the paragraph with the topic sentence. The topic sentence is developed by 

using several notes in the list of ideas (prewriting process) to be the supporting 

sentences. Revising and editing, on the other hand, are the process of looking 

back at the draft composed to check the meaning, the mechanics, relevance of 

the information, the coherence and cohesiveness, the word choice, the word 

orders or grammatical and lexical resources. Editing is also effective to introduce 

connectors for cohesiveness. 



e. Component of Writing 

      There are five significant components of writing according to Heatonin in 

Sugiarto (2012:15) they are content, organization, grammar, vocabulary and 

mechanic. They are as follows: 

1. Grammar 

      Grammar concerns about the ability to write correct and appropriate 

sentences. The writer has to give attention for preposition auxiliary such as using 

of verbs, nouns, adjective, conjunction and articles. It is very important to the 

writer to clarify the correct usage of point grammar because the reader will be 

difficult to understand it. It has a great influence. So, we have to reread and 

review what we have written. 

2. Content  

      The content of writing is about the ability to think creatively and develop 

thoughts, excluding all irrelevant information. It should be clear to the readers. 

So, readers can understand what the messages convey and gain information from 

it. Besides that, the content of writing should be well unity and completeness 

because the characteristics of good writing are to have unity and completeness.  

3. Vocabulary  

      Vocabulary is an essential part of writing composition. The writers need 

vocabulary mastery well to express or write their ideas. The effect of using 

vocabulary in writing must be relevant to the topic to let the readers perceive it. 

Someone who lacks the vocabulary will be difficult to compose what they are 



going to express, but appropriate vocabulary will help writers to compose 

writing. 

4. Mechanic  

      It is related with the ability to use correctly words to the written language, 

such as using of capitalization, punctuation, spelling. It is very important to lead 

the readers to understand or recognize what the written means to express. The 

use of favorable mechanics in writing will make the readers easy for the group to 

conveying ideas or messages of writing. The explanation as follows: a) 

Capitalization, the use of capitalization can clarify the ideas. If the sentences are 

not capitalized correctly, ambiguous and misunderstanding will appear. It also 

helps to differentiate from sentences to others. The words which are capitalized 

at the beginning, such as the name of people, the name of places, organization, 

first and last word of title, etc. b) Punctuation, punctuation can help the readers 

to identify the unit of meaning and suggest how the units of it relate to each 

other. Such as comma, question mark, apostrophe, etc. c) Spelling, using of 

spelling has three rules; they are suffixed addition, plural formation and the 

change of certain words. 

5. Organization  

      Organization is the ability to develop ideas and topic which relevant a united 

form. On the other hand, it concern in ways of researcher to arrange and organize 

the ideas or messages in writing. There are many ways in the process of 

organizational writing involves coherence, order of importance, general to 

specific, specific to general, chronological order and special pattern. 



f. The Importance of Writing 

      There are a lot of reasons why writing is important. Some of them are stated 

by Heaton in Justang (2014: 17) below: 

1. Writing is a tool for discover, we stimulate our though process by the act 

writing into information and image we have unconscious mind. 

2. Writing generates new ideas by helping us to make connection and 

relationship. 

3. Writing help us to organize our ideas. We can arrange them in coherence 

form. 

      Now days, people recognize more and more the importance of writing. In 

relation to this, Adelstain in Amin (2009: 19) expressed that in all subject in our 

life or in all professions, the ability to write or express oneself clearly is an 

essential basic for success. Adelstain in Amin said ‘As soon as you move one 

step up from the bottom, your effectiveness depends on your ability to teach 

other through the spoken or written language’. The usefulness of writing 

expressed as follows: 

1. Writing is a tool for discovery. We stimulate our thought process by 

unconscious mind. 

2. Writing generates new ideas by helping to make connection and see the 

relationship with other aspect. 

3. Writing help us to absorbs and process information, and; 

4. Writing enables us to solve problems into written form we can examine 

and manipulate them. 



      Exactly, the students can get many advantages from writing. Writing can 

improve the mastery of vocabulary, master of mechanics of writing; enlarge 

knowledge of topic being discussed and improving mastery of English grammar, 

generating idea, absorb the information based on Adelstein et al in Amin (2009: 

20) argue three writing lets the writers express their personalities, allow for 

conscious development of language and there is a special feeling about seeing our 

work in print and enormous satisfaction in having written something which we 

want to say. 

      Araceli C Hidalgo ET. Al in Nuraida (2003:20) explained that there are some 

objectives of writing as follows: 

1. To help the student with their bulk of reading materials, such as medical 

journals, articles, case histories. 

2. To help the students listen to the lectures and take dawn notes 

effectively. 

3. To help the students listen analyze and interprets appropriately and 

correctly information presented. 

4. To help the students evaluate and from arguments, regarding information 

presented. 

5. To help the students to understand the role of academic world and in the 

world of science, technology and communication. 

      Referring of some opinions above, we can concluded that writing as an aspect 

of English skill can improve our ability such as grammar and mastery of 

vocabulary. It can satisfy the writer because we can express our idea freely 



without pressure and some people tend to write than express orally what they 

want to say. The most important is writing not only activated our brain but also 

physical dimension such as eyes and ears are involved in learning process. On the 

other side, the students are encouraged to read material as many as possible such 

as books, magazine, and journals to make the writing composition well in order 

to sharing information with the readers. 

      The researcher concludes that the importance’s of writing are: 

1. Through writing we can express our idea, especially the feeling to the 

others without ashamed because the reader is not in front of the writer to 

have face to face. 

2. People can put their idea, feeling and knowledge into written form more 

freely. 

3. In the classroom, writing can be used as a technique to help the students 

interesting in the lesson. 

4. Writing helps us to discover exactly how we think and what we think 

freely. 

5. Writing in English is mean to fill the gap that exist between the ability to 

express ideas, feeling, opinions and other in Indonesia and the ability to 

express the same thing in English.  

g. The Form of Writing 

      Wishon and Burks in Astini (2010) divide forms of writing into four 

divisions, namely narrative, descriptive, exposition and argumentative. 

 



1. Narrative 

      Narrative is the form of writing used to relate the story of acts or events. It 

places occurrences in time and tells what happened according to natural time 

sequences. Types of narration include short stories, novels and new stories as 

well as a large part of everyday social interchange in the form of letter and 

conversation. 

2. Descriptive 

      Description is about sensory experience, how something looks, sounds and 

tastes. Mostly it is about visual experience, but description also deals with other 

kinds of perception. It used to create a visual image of people, places, even of 

units of time days and times of the day or seasons. It may be used also to 

describe more than the outward appearance of people. It may tell about the traits 

of character or personality. 

3.  Exposition 

      Exposition is used in giving information, making explanations and 

interpreting meanings. It includes editorials; essay and informative and 

instructional material. Used in combination with narrative, exposition supports 

and illustrates. Used apart from the narrative, it stands alone as an essay. 

4.   Argumentative 

      The argument is used in persuading and convincing. It is closely related to 

the exposition and it is often found combined with it. The aim is to make a case 

or to prove or disprove a statement or proposition. It may present arguments to 

persuade the reader to accept an idea or a point of view.  



2. Concept of Descriptive Text 

a. Definition of Descriptive Text 

      Tompkins in Anderson (2003:40) defines descriptive text as painting pictures 

with words. By reading a descriptive text, readers feel that they see the 

description just like they see pictures. Descriptive text has the purpose to 

describe the object or a person that the student is interested on. Thus, in writing 

a descriptive text, the students should know well what they want to described. 

      Anderson (2003:39) stated that descriptive text is different from information 

reports because they described a specific subject rather than general group. 

Axelford, B. Rise and Kooper, R Charles (1998:438) states, “To describe, 

students point out and same or features of their subject for example, identifies, 

the face, chin, form, type, and eyes of a weasel she once encountered in the 

woods. Besides that, Corbett, W. (1983:39) adds that descriptive text is one of 

the expository writing. The description draws a picture; try to convey the sound, 

taste, and smell of things or object. Meanwhile, Stanley in Anderson (2003:39) 

asserts that the aims of description are to convey to the reader what something 

looks like. 

      Descriptive text is a text which says what a person or a thing is like. The 

purpose is to describe and reveal a particular person, place, or thing. 

Furthermore, Johnston, K. and Morrow, K. (1981:35) states that the purpose of 

descriptive text is to describe objects or persons in which the students are 

interested. Pardiyono in Abunawas (2010:7) stated that a descriptive text is a 

text which lists the characteristics of something or someone and descriptive is a 



mode of expository writing which is relied upon in other expository modes; we 

sometimes find difficulty in imagining a purely descriptive essay. 

      Beside that it also describes about the sense of impression such as the feel, 

sound taste and smell. Emotion may be described like feeling happiness, fear, 

loneliness, gloom and joy. Description also helps the readers understand the text 

through their imagination and visualize a scene or a person, or to understand a 

sensation or emotion. 

      From the definition above, the students can take generally conclusion the 

descriptive text is a text which would like to describe about something especially 

the characteristic if it is about the place, person and things. 

b. Strategies in Writing of Descriptive Text 

      Axelford, B. Rise and Kooper, R. Charles (1998:440), regardless of whether a 

description is to be more or less objective, describing involves three basic 

strategies are: 

1. Naming  

To describe, students must notice what their sense tell them. Noticing is only 

half of describing. However, the other half is finding the language to record 

the fine discriminations their senses make. 

2. Detailing  

Although nouns can be quiet specific, detailing is a way of adding more 

specific to them, thus making description even more particular and precise. 

 

 



3. Comparing  

Whereas, meaning and detailing can of observation, comparing bring the 

imagination into play. Comparisons make languages even more prices and 

description more evocative. 

      In writing descriptive text, as the students we have to know about the 

strategies in writing descriptive text. There are some strategies in writing 

descriptive text. They are: 

1) Trying giving all the details first; the dominant impression then is 

built from these details. 

2) Checking your details to be sure than they are consistent with the 

dominant impression. You might even want to write down the five 

senses on a scratch piece of paper and check to see that you have 

covered them all. 

3) Trying moving your reader through space and time 

chronologically. For instance, you might want to describe a train 

ride from start to destination, or a stream from its source to the 

point at which it joins the river. 

4) Using then-and-now approach to show decay, change, or 

improvement. The house where you grew up might now be a 

rambling shack. The variations on this strategy are endless. 

5) Selecting an emotion and try to describe it. It might be more 

difficult to get started, but it can be worthwhile. 

 



c. Generic Structure of Descriptive Text 

      In getting easy to write a descriptive text so we have to know about the 

generic structure of descriptive text, so the readers can understand the object that 

we will describe. 

a) Identification  

1) Identifying the phenomenon to be described. 

2) Statement that describe the object that we will describe generally. 

3) The statement must be interesting, so it the readers will be 

interested to read completely. 

4) Using the adjective or degree of comparison. 

b) Description 

1) Giving description about the object that we can be described. 

2) Describing the phenomenon in parts, qualities, or/and 

characteristics. 

3) Using good grammatical pattern, such as tenses (present tense/ 

present perfect tenses), verb (be, have, linking verbs) and using 

adjectives that is used for describing the condition of object. 

d. The Kinds of Descriptive Text 

      As a concept of writing, Pardiyono (2007:34) identified descriptive text into 

three kinds, they are describing place, people and thing. 

1. Describing Place 

Description of place is a text that describes the place looks, such as the 

condition, the situation etc. 



2. Describing People 

Description of people is a text that describes the people looks, such as the 

face, body, behavior etc. 

3. Describing Things 

Description of thing is a text that describes the thing looks, such as the 

condition, function etc. 

e. The Language Feature of Descriptive Text 

      Descriptive text has language feature as below: 

1. Using attributive and identifying process. 

2. Using adjective and classifiers in nominal group. 

3. Using simple present tense. 

f. Types of Description 

      Lannon in Gazali, S. Muh (2005: 8), there are two types of description. He 

defines each of description as follow: 

1. Objective Description 

      Objective description purely on observable details it records exactly what the 

student’s sees what anyone should see from their vantages points and it serves 

may useful college writing. Readers of an objective description expect only facts. 

In the describing a field or a lab experiment, the written would be focus on the 

fact and not and their feelings.  

2. Subjective Description 

      Strictly speaking, on useful description can be completely subjective. To get 

picture, the reader need at least some observable details. For the purposes, the 



written can define subjective description as that which has objective details by 

personal impression. 

      According to Lannon in Gazali, S. Muh (2005:9), that any description has 

one of three goals: 

a) To provide factual information about something to someone who 

we assemble, how need to know more about the factual 

information for the some good reason are called objective 

description. A strictly objective description has a referential goal. 

It included facts about the thing itself. 

b) To create a mood or impression in the readers’ mind or to share a 

feeling is called subjective description. It has an expressive goal, 

and emphasizes the students’ impression about the things. 

3. Drafting 

a. Definition of Drafting 

      In composition, drafting is a stage of the writing process during which a 

student organizes information and ideas into sentences and paragraphs. Students 

approach drafting in various ways. "Some students like to start drafting before 

they develop a clear plan," notes John Trimbur (2014), "whereas others would 

not think of drafting without a carefully developed outline". 

      According to Toby Fulwiler that try to make early drafts as complete as 

possible at the time that is, give each draft the students best shot. Compose in 

complete sentences, break into paragraphs where necessary, and aim at a 

satisfying form. At the same time, allow time for second and third drafts and 



maybe more. Though some sort of plan is almost always useful when drafting, 

resist any temptation at this stage to pin down every detail in its proper place. A 

huge investment in planning can hamper you during drafting, making it difficult 

to respond to new ideas and even new directions that may prove fruitful. 

      According to McCrimmon (1984:10), drafting is a second stage in the writing 

process, drafting is a series of strategies designed to organize and develop a 

sustained a piece of writing. During drafting, the students put his ideas into 

complete thoughts, such as sentences and paragraphs.  The students organize 

their ideas in a way that allow their teacher to understand their message. They do 

this by focusing on which ideas or topics to include in the piece of 

writing.  During drafting, the students will compose an introduction to the piece 

and develop a conclusion for the material.  At the end of this step of the writing 

process, the author will have completed a “rough draft.” 

      Drafting stage centers on providing students chances to start writing based 

on a paragraph outline idea they had made in the previous stage. Drafting is a 

stage designed to allow the writers to put their ideas on paper without worrying 

about mechanics or neatness (Roe et. al., 1995:110). This statement is in line 

with Christenson (2002:41) asserting that drafting is the process of getting ideas 

on paper. In addition, Brown (2001:347) points out that drafting is viewed as an 

important and complex set of strategies, the mastery of which takes time, 

patience and trained instruction.  



      In this stage, the students were assigned to write rough draft as their first 

draft. For so doing, the students were assigned to write a title and start writing 

their first draft individually based on the outline they had made. 

     There are two kinds of drafting: 

1. The First Drafting 

      Drafting is composing the first draft of a piece of writing using the paragraph 

components. The students should firstly write the possible title of the text and 

begin the paragraph with the topic sentence. The topic sentence is developed by 

using several notes in the list of ideas (prewriting process) to be the supporting 

sentences.  

2. Final Draft Writing 

      Writing the final draft is the last process in writing a composition. After the 

editing process, the students write the last neat piece of writing that will be free 

of serious mistakes in terms of meanings and mechanical (spelling, punctuation). 

b. Example of Drafting 

      The students decide to write an essay about dogs.  They could have 

developed their prewriting notes with information about three topics relating to 

dogs:  Show dogs, working dogs, and dog racing.  These are all topics that could 

stand alone in an essay.  During drafting, the students should choose just one of 

these topics for his piece of writing. 

      Once the students had chosen a topic, they should identify a purpose for the 

essay.  For instance, if the writing was meant to be informational, they might 

choose to write about working dogs, his purpose being to impart 



information.  On the other hand, if they chose to write a persuasive essay, 

perhaps they would choose to write about dog racing, arguing for or against this 

controversial topic.  After determining a purpose for a piece of writing, it is easy 

to begin drafting.  Any information that is unrelated to the topic and its purpose 

should be eliminated from the prewriting. 

     The students begins writing by composing an introduction to the piece.  The 

purpose of the introduction is not only to state the topic of the piece, but it 

should also draw the teacher as a reader in to the piece of writing.  Some of 

students, the introduction may be one sentence stating the topic.  The students 

will create an introductory paragraph that identifies the topic, sets the purpose 

for the writing, and suggests how the topic will be developed throughout the 

piece.  The introduction to a piece of writing should be interesting.  The tone of 

the introduction will vary according to the topic.  If the students are writing a 

personal narrative, they might decide to begin with a creative quote about their 

experience.  When writing an informational essay, the tone of the introduction 

must follow suit.  It should be focused and informative. 

      A solid, interesting introduction sets the stage for the rest of the rough 

draft.  The students should begin drafting the piece by organizing their notes in a 

sequence that will make sense to the teacher.  The focus should be on logical 

connections between topics.  Some of students will compose the body of a piece 

of writing by including detail sentences related to the topic sentence.  And some 

of them will organize their writing in to paragraphs.  Each paragraph should 

include its own topic sentence.  Smooth transitions between paragraphs are 



important in creating a cohesive piece of writing, no matter the subject.  The 

students should refer back to his prewriting to keep them on track and ensure 

that the piece of writing maintains its focus. 

      The students should complete a rough draft by composing a conclusion.  The 

purpose of a conclusion is to wrap up the piece of writing by connecting all of 

the related thoughts and ideas.  The best conclusions are creative, engaging, and 

leave few questions unanswered in the mind of the teachers.   

4. Listing Technique 

a. Definition of Listing Technique 

      Listing Technique is a fastest way to collect the ideas of their various 

discussions (Kaner  et  al., 2007). Through the activity of this technique, students 

have more time to go into depth on topics of interest. It will draw out a wide 

range of thoughts on given topic and help students to rapidly identify many 

aspects the topic even when they are just beginning to think about it. By listing 

ideas, the students can see the breadth of their thinking. They are likely 

encouraged to create or discover as many as they can. That is why it is very 

helpful when they want to generate the ideas for the target topic. Kaner et al. 

(2007)  add that  generating ideas through listing is to generate a  list of  

innovative  solutions  or  ideas  to a  difficult  problems  or  topics.  When a 

problem or topic is more complicated than it generally appeared, using idea 

listing is an alternative way to solve it. Students can start sorting out the topics, 

and prioritizing the elements they want to tackle first.   



      According to Oshima A. & A. Hogue (2007:16), listing is a prewriting 

technique.  It,  one  of  the  prewriting  techniques,  is  a  way  to  get  ideas  in  

which students write the topic at the top of a piece of paper and they quickly 

make a list of the  words  or  phrases  coming  into  their  mind.  Additionally, 

this technique is a way to narrow general topic to a smaller one by listing every 

word or phrase coming into their mind (Oshima A. & A. Hogue, 2007:43). 

      Furthermore, Kaner in Rebori & Havercamp (2007:3) indicates that listing 

technique is a  technique  students  may  use  to  facilitate  discussions  for  

generating  innovative ideas for writing. This technique helps them search for a 

better understanding of a topic by  eliciting  diverse  smaller  topics  and  ideas  

on  the  given  topic  (Rebori  & Havercamp, 2007:3). Moreover, idea listing can 

be useful to help students either generate topics or create main points and key 

details (Faigley, 2005). 

b. Example of Listing Technique 

A Person Who Has Made a Difference 

Albert Einstein          Bill Gates 

Mother Teresa          Aunt Sarah 

Martin Luther King, Jr.       Mr. Jakobsen (high school counselor) 

Cesar Chavez          Grandfather 

 

Figure 2.A Example of Listing Technique 



Next the students started a new list. He wrote his chosen topic, Grandfather, at 

the top of new piece of paper and started writing words and phrases that came 

into mind about his grandfather. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.B Example of Listing Technique 

C. Theoretical Framework 

      There are many strategies or technique which can be applied by teachers to 

improve students’ ability in writing such as by applying drafting and listing 

technique in pre- writing activity which will be conducted by the teachers. The 

Grandfather 

Uneducated (high school? eighth grade?     started hospital in town – 

only  

farmer                  hospital in big area 

worked hard          first farmer to terrace his 

land – now everyone does it 

helped his community        improved farming techniques 

in his area 

started community hospital        smart 

respected  in community    read about new things 

went to church every week  terracing helps prevent soil 

erosion 

got up early      listened to experts 

worked late      thought things over 

was the first person in town to buy a car  made me laugh when i was 

little 

forward-thinking 



framework of this research will be conceptualized as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

  

       

 

Figure 2.C The conceptual framework of the research 

      Based on the picture above explained that to improve the students’ ability in 

writing, the teacher should provide an interesting strategy or technique in 

teaching writing. Next, to solve those problems, the researcher applied a 

different strategy to both groups; the researcher divided the group into one class. 

One group applied drafting in writing process and another one applied listing 

technique in pre- writing activities. In drafting, there are two kinds: the first 

drafting and final draft writing. And in listing technique, the students make a list 

about the topic and consist of it to arrange descriptive text. 

The comparison between drafting and listing technique to 

improve students writing descriptive text 

Organizing the ideas 

Listing Technique  Drafting 

Make a list 

and consist 

with the 

topic 

Final Draft 

Writing 

First 

Drafting 

Writing Descriptive Text 



      The researcher has given a test and interview to the students and the finding 

is analyzing statistically to see whether the students who write by using drafting 

and listing technique have better result or not. 

D. Hypothesis 

      As it is understood that technique in writing is not the only factor affecting 

writing ability, the researcher uses two hypotheses: 

1. H0: There is no any significant difference of writing descriptive text by using 

drafting and listing technique in writing; and 

2. H1: There is a significant difference of writing descriptive text by using 

drafting and listing technique in writing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHOD 

      This chapter, the researcher explains about the research method as a 

scientific way to obtain data with specific function and purpose. It consists of 

research design, research variables, population and sample, research instrument, 

data collecting procedure, and data analysis technique. 

A. Research Design 

      This research is intended to give a description about the research which is 

going to do by the researcher. Narbuko, Cholid dan Abu Ahmadi (2004: 117) 

define research as the way of understanding something through investigation or 

effort to find the proofs which has relation with the problem, it is done carefully 

until the problem solving is found. 

      This research applied causal-comparative method in collecting the data.  

Causal-comparative design was intended to determine the cause for preexisting 

differences in groups of individuals, especially for drafting and listing technique 

in writing. According Gay (1981) that causal-comparative design involves 

selecting two (or more) groups differing on some independent variable and 

comparing them on some dependent variable.  The researcher’s goal was to 

determine whether the independent variable affected the outcome, or dependent 

variable, by comparing two or more groups of individuals. The design of this 

current study can be seen in the following diagram adapted from Gay (1991: 

online): 

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 3.A. A Causal Comparative Design 

      The diagram above shows the causal-comparative design of this study. E was 

experimental group and C was control group and denote independent group of 

drafting and listing technique. Both groups believed to have different technique 

in organizing their idea in writing descriptive text by X1 and X2 as independent 

variables. Based on their different technique in writing descriptive text, they 

have given a test of writing as denoted by O and the results compared as the 

dependent variables. 

B. Research Variables 

      A variable is a measurable characteristic that varies. It may change from 

group to group, person to person, or even within one person over time. There 

were six common variable types: dependent variables, independent variables, 

intervening variables, moderator variables, control variables, and extraneous 

variables. 

In this research, the researcher used 2 variables. There were independent and 

dependent variables. 

 

 

 

E X1 O 

C X2 O 



1. Independent variables. 

      The cause variable or the one that identifies forces or conditions that act on 

something else is the independent variable. The independent variable is 

"independent of" prior causes that act on it.  

       The independent variables of this research was drafting and listing 

technique. 

2. Dependent variables 

      The variable that is the effect or is the result or outcome of another variable 

is the dependent variable (also referred to as outcome variable or effect variable). 

The dependent variable "depends on" the cause. 

      The dependent variable of this research was the students’ writing descriptive 

text. 

C. Population and Sample 

1. Population 

      According to Arikunto (2002: 115) population is all subjects in the research. 

The population of this research is the fifth semester of English Education 

Department in the academic year of 2015-2016 at Muhammadiyah University of 

Makassar. The population consists of ten classes and each class consists of 30 

students. So, the population was 279 students. The reason why the researcher 

chosen the fifth semester students because the researcher know that the fifth 

semester were expected to be able to write well, especially in writing descriptive 

text. The students be able to convey their ideas into convincing paragraphs by 

using appropriate and suitable words. 



2. Sample  

      According to Arikunto (2002:115) sample is most of representative of who 

are researched. The sample was taken purposively. It means that the researcher 

decided to take PBI C and PBI D because they have studied about the technique 

and strategy in writing. The researcher was divided into two groups. 15 students 

from PBI C and 15 students from PBI D. The total number of sample were 30 

students. 

D. Research Instruments 

      Instrument is the media used by the researcher to obtain data. Selection of 

instrument for a particular research purpose involves identification and selection 

of the most appropriate one from among alternatives (Gay, 1981). 

      There were two types of instruments employed in this research, there were: 

1). Writing test, and; 2). Interview. 

1. Writing Test 

      Another instrument used by the researcher in this research was written test. 

The tests used to measure the students’ writing ability for both drafting and 

listing technique. The researcher asked to the students to write a descriptive 

paragraph based on their knowledge about it. The topic given by the researcher in 

writing test are describing person, especially about their idol. Then the students 

developed the topic based on their mind and with using drafting and listing 

technique. The test of writing consists of three paragraphs. The test was limited 

to 45 minutes.  

 



2. Interview 

      Interview used to find a rational meaning. Then the observation also used as 

data source to get information. By conducting interview, any misunderstanding 

which may exist in interpretation of the question can be clarified immediately. 

The interview is used widely to supplement and extend our knowledge about 

individual(s) thoughts, feelings our knowledge about individual(s) thoughts, 

feelings and behaviors, meanings, interpretations, etc. The aim of this instrument 

are to get information about the students’ respond by using drafting and listing 

technique and to know which one the technique that the students have better in 

writing descriptive text. 

      Based in the aspect of the way in answering the questions that the researcher 

has given to the students in interview was structured interview. It means that the 

students’ questions have been prepared before by the researcher. Structured 

interviews were conducted in various modes: face-to-face, by telephone, 

videophone and the internet. In this case, the researcher used face-to-face mode. 

This interview consists of 3 questions, and it was related to students’ perceptions 

about the technique and strategies that they used in writing. 

E. Data Collection Procedures 

      In collecting the data from the participants, the researcher did the following 

activities: 

a. Writing Test 

      The procedures stages in collecting data in this research did the following 

activities : 



1. The first, the researcher explained about descriptive paragraph with 

using drafting or listing technique in the class. The researcher make 

understanding more by remaining with the lesson before that have 

been given before by their teacher. 

2. After giving explanation about descriptive paragraph with using the 

technique and the strategy, the researcher gave the paper that should 

be preparing before and distributing all of the students. 

3. The researcher explained also about the aims of the writing test and 

what should they do at the paper. 

4. The researcher asked the students to write descriptive paragraph with 

using drafting and listing technique based on the topic that have been 

given before. 

5. The researcher gave the time to the students to do the test and limited 

to 45 minutes. 

6. While the students doing the writing test, the researcher gave an 

attention to observe the students in writing test. 

7. Exactly at the 50
 
 minutes, the researcher asked to stop to write. 

8. After that, the researcher gathered the students’ paper that they have 

written. 

b. Interview 

Before an interview: 

1. The researcher verified the tape recorder condition. 

2. Asked one question at a time. 



3. The researcher appreciated students’ responses. 

4. The researcher focused in doing the interview. 

After an interview:  

      The researcher made the script from the result of the interview. 

F. Data Analysis Technique 

      The data obtained from the interview and writing test were analyzed and 

interpreted using descriptive statistics and Statistical Packages for the Social 

Sciences (SPSS) Version 21. The results were used to answer the research 

questions as in the following: 

1. To answer research question 1 : “How is the students’ writing ability by 

using drafting and listing technique in writing descriptive text?” the 

researcher used descriptive statistics mean score and standard deviation. 

2. To answer research question 2 : “Is writing ability of drafting 

significantly different with listing technique in writing descriptive text?” 

the researcher used t-test for paired samples and set the level of 

significance for the inferential data calculation at α 0.05. The critical t-

table for α 0.05 with the degree of freedom df = 28 is 2.048. 

3. To answer research question 3: “Which one the technique that the 

students have better in writing descriptive text?” the researcher used 

qualitative data to understand the meaning what the students as the 

interviewees say. 

 

 



4. To know the students’ writing score. 

The students’ test scored by using analytic scale for rating composition tasks 

(Brown & Bailey, 1984, pp. 39-41) as below:  

Table 3.1 Assessing Writing Form 

No Indicator Criteria Score 

1 Organization 

Appropriate title, effective introductory 

paragraph, topic is stated, leads to body 

20-

18 

Adequate title, introduction, and 

conclusion 

17-

15 

Mediocre or scant introduction or 

conclusion 

14-

12 

Shaky or minimally recognizable 

introduction 
11-6 

Absence of introduction or conclusion 5-1 

2 Content 

Essay addresses the assigned topic 
20-

18 

Essay addresses the issues but misses 

some points 

17-

15 

Development of ideas not complete or 

essay is somewhat off the topic 

14-

12 

Ideas incomplete 11-6 

Essay is completely inadequate and 

does not reflect college-level work 
5-1 

3 Grammar 

Native-like fluency in English grammar 
20-

18 

Advanced proficiency in English 

grammar 

17-

15 

Ideas are getting through to the reader, 

but grammar problems are apparent and 

have a negative effect on 

communication  

14-

12 

Numerous serious grammar problems 

interfere with communication of the 

students’s ideas 

11-6 

Severe grammar problems interfere 

greatly with the message 
5-1 

4 Punctuation 

Correct use of English writing 

conventions 

20-

18 

Some problems with writing 

conventions or punctuation 

17-

15 

Uses general writing conventions but 14-



has errors 12 

Serious problems with format of paper 11-6 

Complete disregard for English writing 

conventions 
5-1 

5 Style and quality 

Precise vocabulary usage 
20-

18 

Attempts variety 
17-

15 

Some vocabulary misused 
14-

12 

Poor expression of ideas 11-6 

Inappropriate use of vocabulary 5-1 

      Then the score is obtained from formula above converted into the students’ 

score classification. 

Table 3.2 Classification of Students Score in Writing Test 

Criteria of Mastery Grade 

86-100 Very Good 

71-85 Good 

56-70 Fair 

41-55 Poor 

≤ 40 Very Poor 

 

      To know the students mean-score and standard deviation after given 

descriptive text using drafting and listing technique: 

Below are the mean-score formula which is adopted from Gay (1981) : 

X = 
  

 
 

Where: X  = Mean score 

            Σx  = The sum of all score 

            N   = The total number of subjects. 

The formula used in calculating in standard deviation: 



SD =  √
  

 
 

Where : SD = Standard deviation 

              SS = The sum of square 

              N  = Total Number of the subjects 

5. To know whether the H0 is accepted or not. To see the result, it was 

analyzed by using t-formula as follow (Gay, 2000):  
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Where: 

t  :  the value of t-calculated 

X1   :   mean of group using drafting 

X2  :   mean of group using the listing technique 

SS1  :  sum of squares of group using drafting 

SS2 :   sum of squares of group using the listing technique 

n1  :  number of group using drafting 

n
 
2 :  number of group using the listing technique 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

      This chapter deals with the findings of the research and the discussions of the 

research findings. 

A. Findings  

      This section is divided into three parts according to the research questions. 

The data were presented in tables and described in qualitative manners. To 

answer Research Question 1, the researcher used the findings from descriptive 

statistics (mean score and standard deviation). To answer Research Question 2, 

the researcher used inferential statistics (t-test for paired-sample). To answer 

research question 3, the researcher used qualitative data to understand the 

meaning what the students as the interviewees say about which technique do the 

students have better in writing descriptive text, drafting or listing technique.     

The findings of this research were taken from the result of the students’ writing 

descriptive text by using drafting and listing technique. The data were collected 

from 15 students from drafting class and 15 students from listing class by using 

an interview and writing test. In order to give clear description of the findings, 

the researcher explains them based on the research questions as follow: 

1. To Identify The Students’ Writing Descriptive Text by Using Drafting 

and Listing Technique 

a. Description of the Student’s Writing Descriptive by Using Drafting 



      The researcher taken 2 classes, there were class C and class D. Class C have 

given to write descriptive text by using drafting and class D writes descriptive 

text by using listing technique. To be clearer, the researcher provides the table; 

Table 4.1 The Classification of Students’ Score in Writing Test by using 

Drafting 

No Classification Scale 
Writing Test by using Drafting 

F % 

1 Very Good 86-100 3 20 

2 Good  71-85 4 26.7 

3 Fair 56-70 6 40 

4 Poor 41-55 - - 

5 Very Poor ≤ 40 2 13.3 

Total 15 100 

 

      Table 4.1 above shows that writing test by using drafting there are 3 (20%) 

students get very good classification, one student get 88 and two students get 86, 

4 (26.7%) students get good classification, two students get 84 and also two 

students get 74, students get fair classification 6 (40%) students, 4 students get 

69, one student get 70 and one student get 64 but none students get poor 

classification. And then, 2 students get ≤ 40 (13.3), one student get 40 and one 

student get 36. 

      In this table it can be seen most students 6 (40%) get fair classification. 

      Table 4.2 shows the mean score of and standard deviation of writing score of 

those by using drafting. The mean score of the students’ writing descriptive text 

by using drafting is 70,8. It means that the skill of the students in writing 

descriptive text by using drafting was good classification. The standard deviation 

is 15,46 means that the deviation of the individuals’ mean score to the total 

mean score was in normal distribution. 



Table 4.2 Mean Score and Standard Deviation of Students 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Drafting 15 36 88 70.80 15.46 

b. Description of the Students’ Writing Descriptive Text by Using Listing  

Technique 

 

Table 4.3 The Classification of Students’ Score in Writing Test by using Listing 

Technique 

No Classification Scale 

Writing Test by using Listing 

Technique 

F % 

1 Very Good 86-100 2 13.3 

2 Good  71-85 8 53.4 

3 Fair 56-70 5 33.3 

4 Poor 41-55 - - 

5 Very Poor ≤ 40 - - 

Total 15 100 

 

      Table 4.3 shows that for listing technique there are 2 (13.3%) students get 

very good classification, one student get 90 and one student get 88, students get 

good classification 8 (53.3%) students, two students get 82, two students get 80, 

one student get 77, one student get 75, two students get 72, students get fair 

classification 5 (33.3%), two students get 65, two students get 62 and one 

student get 60. But, none students get poor and very poor classification. 

      In this table it can be seen most students 8 (53.4%) get good classification. 

      Table 4.4 shows the mean score of and standard deviation of writing score of 

those by using listing technique. The mean score of the students’ writing 

descriptive text by using listing technique is 74.13. It means that the skill of the 

students in writing descriptive text by using listing technique is good 



classification. The standard deviation is 9.69 means that the deviation of the 

individuals’ mean score to the total mean score was in normal distribution. 

Table 4.4 Mean Score and Standard Deviation of Students 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Drafting 15 60 90 74.13 9.69 

 

2. To Compare whether or not the Students’ Writing Descriptive Text by 

Using Drafting and Listing Technique. 

      Table 4.5 below shows the mean score and standard deviation of both 

independent sample groups. The mean score of students’ writing descriptive text 

by using drafting is 70.8 and 74.13 by using listing technique. The standard 

deviations of both sample groups are 15.46 and 9.69. 

      The mean score of both groups are obviously different but to be able to 

determine of whether the difference is significant or not, the researcher used the 

t-test score for independent sample t-test in table 4.6. 

Table 4.5 Mean Score and Standard Deviation of Drafting and Listing Technique 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Drafting 15 36 88 70.8 15.46 

Listing 15 60 90 74.13 9.69 

       

The significant score between drafting and listing technique can be known by 

using t-test. The result of t-test can be seen in table 4.6 as follows: 

Table 4.6. Distribution the value of t-test and t-table 

t-test t-table 

-0.71 2.048 



     Table above shows the result of t-test. For the level of significance (α) 0.05 and 

the degree of freedom (df) (N1+N2) -2 = (15+15) -2 = 28, showed that the value of 

t-test was lower than t-table. Since the t-test is lower than t-table value, the 

alternative hypothesis stating that “there is a significant difference of writing 

descriptive text by using drafting and listing technique” is rejected and accepted 

the null hypothesis stating that “there is no any significant difference of writing 

descriptive text by using drafting and listing technique”. It means that H1 was 

rejected and H0 was accepted because the t-test was lower than t-table (ttest < ttable) 

-0.17 < 2.048. It was different but not significant of students’ writing descriptive 

text by using drafting and listing technique in writing descriptive text. 

3. To Identify which Technique of the Students Have Better in Writing 

Descriptive Text 

      In this section, the researcher described the data by qualitative data to 

understand the meaning what the students as the interviewees say about which 

technique the students have better in writing descriptive text, drafting or listing 

technique. There were 7 students answered drafting and 8 students answered 

writing descriptive text using listing technique. According to students’ opinion 

that listing technique can make them easy to develop their idea, they quickly to 

make a list of the words or phrases coming into their mind. Although the 

students write descriptive text by using drafting also make them easy to write.. 

But in drafting, the students have to write the first draft and the final draft 

writing. So, it can be concluded that better writing descriptive text is achieved 

by using listing technique. However, the different is quite trivial. 



B. Discussions 

      This section discusses the result of the data analysis. It consists of drafting, 

listing technique and the comparison between drafting and listing technique. And 

the analysis was done based on the result of the drafting test and listing test. 

      Based on the result of drafting test of the students, it was found that level of 

the students’ writing descriptive text about ‘their idol’ was in fair classification 

with the mean score was 70.8. Where the percentage can be known that the 

students’ writing test by using drafting there are 3 (20%) students get very good 

classification, one student get 88 and two students get 86, 4 (26.7%) students get 

good classification, two students get 84 and also two students get 74, students 

get fair classification 6 (40%) students, 4 students get 69, one student get 70 and 

one student get 64 but none students get poor classification. And then, 2 students 

get ≤ 40 (13.3), one student get 40 and one student get 36. Thus, it could be 

concluded that the score of the students’ writing descriptive text by using 

drafting at the fifth semester of English Education Department of 

Muhammadiyah University of Makassar were mostly found in fair classification 

with the percentage level students’ of drafting was 40. In this case it caused can 

make a draft in writing however content, grammar, and mechanics was adequate. 

      And then, from the result of the listing test of the students, it was found that 

the level of the students’ writing descriptive text about ‘their idol’ was in good 

classification with the mean score was 74.13. Where the percentage can be 

known that the students’ writing test by using listing technique shows that for 

listing technique there are 2 (13.3%) students get very good classification, one 



student get 90 and one student get 88, students get good classification 8 (53.3%) 

students, two students get 82, two students get 80, one student get 77, one 

student get 75, two students get 72, students get fair classification 5 (33.3%), 

two students get 65, two students get 62 and one student get 60. But, none 

students get poor and very poor classification. Thus, it could be concluded that 

the score of the students’ writing descriptive text by using listing technique at 

the fifth semester of English Education Department of Muhammadiyah 

University of Makassar were mostly found in good classification with the 

percentage level students’ of listing technique was 53.4. In this case, it is caused 

by most of the students using listing technique before they develop their idea in 

writing descriptive paragraph.  

      After looking at the result of drafting test of the students and test of listing 

technique in writing descriptive paragraph, as described in (appendix  II) that 

score of standard deviation of X1 as a drafting was 15.46 and score of X2 as a 

listing technique was 9.69. And then, ttest was -0.71 and ttable was 2.048 with the 

degree of freedom was 28. Based on summary analysis above, the writer 

concludes that the students’ writing descriptive text by using drafting and listing 

technique was different but not significant because the result of mean score of 

drafting and listing technique and also the result of ttest - ttable -0.17 < 2.048. 

      Based on the result of interview, there were 7 students answered drafting and 

8 students answered writing descriptive text using listing technique. According 

to students’ opinion that listing technique made them easy to develop their ideas, 

they quickly to make a list of the words or phrases coming into their mind 



trought it. Drafting also made them easy to write. But in drafting, the students 

have to write the first draft and the final draft writing. So, it can be concluded 

that better writing descriptive text is achieved by using listing technique. 

However, the different is quite trivial. 

      According to Miftah, M.Z in his research about using listing technique in 

writing ability found that the students’ ability in writing an expository 

paragraph had increased. The result of the research concluded that using 

listing technique can improve students’ writing ability. 

      The result of this research was different with the previous research findings 

about the technique in writing descriptive text which concluded that students’ 

writing descriptive text by using the technique increased and worked effectively. 

But, the result of this research was no any significant different in writing 

descriptive text by using drafting and listing technique. The factor which 

appeared  was caused by the find of the research which applied. The previous 

research findings applied classroom action research which the researcher was 

focused on improving students’ writing ability by using the technique in each 

cycle conducted, either from first cycle or second cycle. Meanwhile, this research 

applied causal-comparative method which compared between drafting and listing 

technique in writing descriptive text. The researcher just refreshed skills of the 

students about the technique in writing that they had studied before. 

 

 

 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

      This chapter presents the conclusions as well as few suggestions of this 

research. Suggestions are taken based on findings and conclusions obtained in 

this research.  

A. Conclusions 

      The research conclusion was presented according to the data which have been 

analyzed in the previous chapter. The data analyzed about the comparison 

between drafting and listing technique at the fifth semester of English Education 

Department of Muhammadiyah University of Makassar. 

1. Based on the result of drafting test of the students, it was found that level 

of the students’ writing descriptive text about ‘their idol’ was in fair 

classification with the mean score was 70.8 and the result of the listing 

test of the students, it was found that the level of the students’ writing 

descriptive text about ‘their idol’ was in good classification with the 

mean score was 74.13. 

2. After looking at the result of drafting test of the students and test of 

listing technique in writing descriptive paragraph that score of standard 

deviation of X1 as a drafting was 15.46 and score of X2 as a listing 

technique was 9.69. And then, ttest was -0.71 and ttable was 2.048 with the 

degree of freedom was 28, the writer concludes that the students’ writing 

descriptive text by using drafting and listing technique was different but 



not significant because the result of mean score of drafting and listing 

technique and also the result of ttest - ttable -0.17 < 2.048. 

3. The result of interview, there were 7 students answered drafting and 8 

students answered writing descriptive text using listing technique. So, it 

can be concluded that better writing descriptive text is achieved by using 

listing technique. However, the different is quite trivial. 

      In this research, the researchers have limitations because the researcher just 

refresh about the technique in writing that the students have studied before from 

their lecturer and this research only uses the technique in writing, although there 

are still many techniques and strategies that can be used for the students to 

improve their skill in writing ability.  

B. Suggestions 

1. For the teachers 

      The suitable choice of teaching writing techniques can make the teaching and 

learning process run well.  The students will enjoy their class if the learning 

process is not boring. If the learning process is enjoyable, the students will 

understand the material more easily. If the students can develop their idea and 

apply the techniques before the students write especially writing descriptive 

paragraph, the purpose of teaching and learning about the techniques in writing 

ability will be gained.  Surely,  it  is  one  of  the  objectives  of  teachers  in  

teaching writing. Teachers  must  be  clever  in  choosing  the  techniques  for  

the  teaching and learning process in the classroom that it can specified time to 

spend. 



2. For the students 

      Both  using  drafting  and  listing techniques  are  not  the  only  problem  

solving technique used to overcome students’ problem in learning writing. Yet, it  

can  be  said,  that  using  the techniques in writing is included  as  one  of  good 

strategies to overcome the students’ problem in improving the English writing 

specially writing descriptive text. 

3. For the next researcher 

      It is suggested to apply drafting and listing techniques for writing specially 

writing descriptive text. The other researcher also should know the technique and 

strategy in writing that can be used not only to improve students writing skill but 

also to improve other skills or components in different genres and elements in 

teaching English. 
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APPENDIX I 

WRITING TEST 

Name : 

Class  : 

 

Instruction! 

1. Create your own story to write a descriptive paragraph by using drafting 

about your idol. 

2. Write as long as you can, and as best as you can until three paragraphs 

and I will give you 45 minutes to finish your writing.  

3. You can use dictionary if necessary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WRITING TEST 

Name : 

Class  : 

 

Instruction! 

1. Create your own story to write a descriptive paragraph by using listing 

technique about your idol. 

2. Write as long as you can, and as best as you can until three paragraphs 

and I will give you 45 minutes to finish your writing.  

3. You can use dictionary if necessary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX II 

A. Score of students by using drafting 

No Name Score 

1 Respondent 1 70 

2 Respondent 2 69 

3 Respondent 3 84 

4 Respondent 4 36 

5 Respondent 5 74 

6 Respondent 6 64 

7 Respondent 7 69 

8 Respondent 8 88 

9 Respondent 9 84 

10 Respondent 10 86 

11 Respondent 11 40 

12 Respondent 12 69 

13 Respondent 13 86 

14 Respondent 14 74 

15 Respondent 15 69 

 

B. Score of students by using listing technique 

No Name Score 

1 Respondent 1 82 

2 Respondent 2 62 

3 Respondent 3 88 

4 Respondent 4 60 

5 Respondent 5 77 

6 Respondent 6 90 

7 Respondent 7 62 

8 Respondent 8 65 

9 Respondent 9 80 

10 Respondent 10 75 

11 Respondent 11 72 

12 Respondent 12 65 

13 Respondent 13 72 

14 Respondent 14 80 

15 Respondent 15 82 

 

 

 



APPENDIX III 

A. The Raw Score of the Students’ Writing Descriptive Text by using 

Drafting 

No Name 
Drafting 

Score (X1) X1
2
 

1 Respondent 1 70 4900 

2 Respondent 2 69 4761 

3 Respondent 3 84 7056 

4 Respondent 4 36 1296 

5 Respondent 5 74 5476 

6 Respondent 6 64 4096 

7 Respondent 7 69 4761 

8 Respondent 8 88 7744 

9 Respondent 9 84 7056 

10 Respondent 10 86 7396 

11 Respondent 11 40 1600 

12 Respondent 12 69 4761 

13 Respondent 13 86 7396 

14 Respondent 14 74 5476 

15 Respondent 15 69 4761 

 

B. The Raw Score of the Students’ Writing Descriptive Text by using 

Listing Technique 

No Name 
Listing Technique 

Score (X2) X2
2
 

1 Respondent 1 82 6724 

2 Respondent 2 62 3844 

3 Respondent 3 88 7744 

4 Respondent 4 60 3600 

5 Respondent 5 77 5929 

6 Respondent 6 90 8100 

7 Respondent 7 62 3844 

8 Respondent 8 65 4225 

9 Respondent 9 80 6400 

10 Respondent 10 75 5625 

11 Respondent 11 72 5184 

12 Respondent 12 65 4225 

13 Respondent 13 72 5184 

14 Respondent 14 80 6400 

15 Respondent 15 82 6724 

 



APPENDIX IV 

Standard Deviation of Drafting and Listing Technique 

A. Drafting 

SD =  √
  

   
 

Where: SS1 = ∑X1
2 

– ( ∑X1)
2 

       n 

  SS1 = 78.536 – (1.062)
2
 

        15 

        = 78,536- 1.127.844 

        15 

        = 78.536 – 75.189,6 

 SS1 = 3.346,4 

  

SD  = √
  

   
 

 

       = √
       

    
 

 

       = √
       

  
 

 

       = √        

 

SD  = 15,46 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



B. Listing Technique 

 

SD =  √
  

   
 

Where: SS2 = ∑X2
2 

– ( ∑X2)
2 

       n 

  SS2 = 83.752 – (1.112)
2
 

        15 

        = 83.752- 1.236.544 

        15 

        = 83.752 – 82.436,2 

 SS2 = 1315,8 

  

SD  = √
  

   
 

 

       = √
      

    
 

 

       = √
      

  
 

 

       = √       

 

SD  = 9,69 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX V 

The Result of ttest and ttable 
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   = -3,33 

       4,65 

 

ttest = - 0,71 

 

ttest = - 0,71 

     α = 0,05 

   df = (n1+n2) -2 

        = (15+15) -2 

        = 28 

ttable = 2.048 

 

 

 



APPENDIX VI 

The Result of Interview 

The questions of the researcher to all of the students about “which technique of 

the students have better in writing descriptive text” 

a. Reaearcher : halo... dek, e... kan kita taumi drafting sama listing di 

dalam menulis, mana menurutta yang lebih mudah drafting atau listing di 

dalam menulis. 

Respondent 1 : kalo saya lebih pilih listing kak. 

Researcher : oh... lebih kita pilih listing. Kenapa? 

Respondent 1 : e... karena menurutku kalo listing saya bisa melist-list 

dulu semua apa-apa yang mau saya tuangkan dalam tulisan terus, 

maksudnya saya bikin perpoin-poin dulu, dari poin-poin itu kemudian 

saya poin-poin kan lagi apa-apa yang bakalan saya bahas dari poin-poin 

tersebut menjadi sebuah paragraf. 

b. Researcher : dek, kan di dalam menulis ada beberapa tehniknya 

menulis, ada drafting ada listing tehnik, nah menurutta mana yang lebih 

mudah drafting atau listing dalam menulis? 

Respondent 2 : terima kasih. Menurut saya lebih listing. 

Researcher : kenapa dek, apa alasanta kita bilang kalo lebih mudah 

listing? 

Respondent : karena menurut saya, e... kalo saya ingin mengerjakan 

sesuatu, kemudian em... kita melist-list duluan, otomatis em... untuk 

mencapai apa yang kita inginkan itu dengan melihat list-list yang sudah 

kita tulis itu, em... apa e... lebih mudah membuat kita menulis suatu 

paragraf. 

c. Researcher : oh iya, dek di dalam menulis kan ada drafting sama 

listing, mana lebih kita pilih drafting atau listing di dalam menulis. 

Utarakan alasanta kenapa ki pilih? 

Respondent 3 : kalo saya pribadi drafting lebih mudah, karena kalo 

listing itu, e... hanya semacam list saja keyword saja, sementara kalo di 



drafting langsung bisa dikembangkan. Jadi, ide yang sudah ada itu tidak 

e... tidak macet ki, kan kalo di listing itu keyword nya nanti mauki 

menulis, langsung ih apa mau saya tulis ini, ada keywordnya tapi saya 

lupami apa mau saya kembangkan ini, sedangkan kalo drafting kan 

langsung bisa saya kembangkan langsung jadi paragrafnya. 

d. Researcher : dek, kan ditaumi listing sama drafting, kalo menuliski 

sebuah paragraf mana lebih kita pilih, draftign atau listing? 

Respondent 4 : kalo saya lebih pilih drafting. 

Researcher : apa alasanta lebih pilihki drafting? 

Respondent 4 : karena kan disitu langsung muncul ide, jadi saya tulis jadi 

nanti kalo seumpama sudah selesai itu, baru saya review ulang lagi. 

e. Reseracher : dek, e... mana lebih kita pilih menggunakan drafting ka 

atau listing ka di dalam menulis dek? Sekalian kita kasi alasan ta 

kenapaki pilih itu antara itu berdua, drafting atau listing? 

Respondent 5 : kalo saya lebih pilihki drafting kak. Kenapa saya pilih itu 

karena kan e... ide saya itu muncul tiba-tiba ki memang, jadi misalkan 

kalo listing lagi itu agak sulit ki. 

f. Researcher : dek, mana lebih kita pilih dalam menulis menggunakan 

drafting atau listing? Baru kenapa bisa kita pilih itu, kemukakan alasanta 

Respondent 6 : kalo saya lebih pilihki menggukan listing karena kita 

punya list yang akan kita tulis kedepannya sebagai patokan kita di dalam 

menulis sebuah paragraf. 

g. Researcher : dek, mana lebih kita pilih menggunakan listing atau 

menggunakan drafting di dalam menulis? Sekalian kita berikan juga 

alasanta kenapa bisa pilih salah satu diantaranya? 

Respondent 7 : oh iye. Kalo saya lebih memilih listing karena kenapa, 

karena kalo kita menggunakan listing itu lebih terkonsep sebelum menulis 

kemudian itu, e... kita bisa e... menulis dengan lebih mudah. 

 

 



h. Researcher : dek, kan ada drafting sama listing yang biasa digunakan 

kalo menulis orang, nah mana kita lebih pilih pake drafting atau listing ka 

di dalam menulis? 

Responden 8 : kalo saya kak lebih pilih pake drafting kak karena kenapa, 

drafting lebih memudahkan kita untuk menulis suatu karangan e... atau 

suatu paragraf. 

i. Researcher : di dalam menulis kan dek ada drafting sama listing, a... 

mana lebih kita sering pake atau lebih mudah ki pake pake drafting atau 

listing dalam menulis? 

Responden 9 : saya lebih memilih listing kak. 

Researcher : o... listing. Kenapa dek? 

Responden 9 : iye. Em... karena em... sebelum membuat suatu kalimat 

maka poin-poin nya dulu harus ditentukan sehingga untuk 

mengembangkan kalimat tersebut dengan lebih mudah ki kak. 

j. Researcher : dek, mana lebih kita pilih dek drafting atau listing di 

dalam menulis. Kenapa?  

Responden 10 : kalo saya kak lebih memilih listing karena em... dimana 

listing itu hanya em... kita pertama menulis garis-garis besarnya, nah... itu 

e... mempermudah saya e... apa...e... memulai menulis karangan saya. 

k. Researcher : dek, mana lebih mudah menurut ta pake drafting atau 

listing di dalam menulis? Kenapa dek, maksudnya alasan ta. 

Responden 11 : e... kalo saya kak e... lebih memilih drafting, kenapa 

karena e... pertama pernahmi juga dipelajari dan kedua lebih mudah dan 

memang kak lebih mudahki memang. 

l. Researcher : dek kan kita taumi toh listing sama drafting di dalam 

menulis, nah mana lebih mudah menurut ta, terus kasi alasanta nah? 

Responden 12 : iya. Kalo saya lebih memilih drafting karena saya 

orangnya lebih suka ki memang e... langsung menuliskan apa yang ada 

langsung e... ide-ide di otak saya, tidak perlu lagi me list-list terlebih 

dahulu jadi nanti setelah saya tulis acak-acakan baru disusun kembali. 



m. Researcher : mana lebih mudah dek menurut ta pake drafting atau 

listing di dalam menulis. Kenapa?  

Responden 13 : kalo menurut saya e... yang lebih mudah itu kalo mau 

menulis sesuatu itu harus dimulai dari listing terlebih dahulu, karena e... 

apabila kalo drafting terlebih dahulu, bisa saja ada em... sesuatu yang 

dilupakan, jadi kalo misalnya kita membuat em... listing terlebih dahulu, 

e... step by stepnya itu lebih jelas, e... setelah ditulis listingnya, baru e... 

menjabarkan hasil yang telah di list kan terlebih dahulu. 

n. Researcher : dek, mana lebih mudah menurutta kalo menulis pake 

drafting atau listing. Utarakan juga alasan ta. 

Responden 14 : oh... drafting dengan listing. Drafting itu lebih mudah 

karena kalo menggunakan drafting berarti kita em... lebih dapat atau lebih 

mudah mengembangkan ide-ide terus kalo misalnya listing, e... memang 

bisa mengembangkan ide, cuman terbataski dibanding sama drafting. 

o. Researcher : kan ditaumi dek drafting sama listing dalam menulis, 

mana lebih mudah menurutta pake listing ka atau drafing ka. Alasan ta? 

Responden 15 : menurutku lebih gampang listing, karena e... dengan 

listing kayak poin-poin ki toh jadi lebih mudah ki untuk ditulis begitu 

em... jadi paragraf karena poin-poin nya ji saja. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX VII 

A. Students’ Writing Descriptive Text by Using Drafting 

 



 
 

 



B. Students’ Writing Descriptive Text by Using Listing Technique 

 



 

 

 



APPENDIX VIII 

A. Writing Test 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



B. Interview 
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